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ABSTRACT

The OSIRIS camera onboard Rosetta measured the phase function of both the coma dust and the
nucleus. The two functions have a very different slope versus the phase angle. Here we show that the
nucleus phase function should be adopted to convert the brightness to the size of dust particles larger
than 2.5 mm only. This makes the dust bursts observed close to Rosetta by OSIRIS, occurring about
every hour, consistent with the fragmentation on impact with Rosetta of parent particles, whose flux
agrees with the dust flux observed by GIADA. OSIRIS also measured the anti-sunward acceleration
of the fragments, thus providing the first direct measurement of the solar radiation force acting on
the dust fragments and thus of their bulk density, excluding any measurable rocket effect by the ice
sublimation from the dust. The obtained particle density distribution has a peak matching the bulk
density of most COSIMA particles, and represents a subset of the density distribution measured
by GIADA. This implies a bias in the elemental abundances measured by COSIMA, which thus
are consistent with the 67P dust mass fractions inferred by GIADA, i.e. (38 ± 8)% of hydrocarbons
versus the (62 ± 8)% of sulfides and silicates.

Key words: comets: general – comets: individual: 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko –
space vehicles

1 INTRODUCTION

The OSIRIS Wide-Angle Camera (WAC) onboard Rosetta
has observed bursts of dust at distances lower than 100 m
from the spacecraft (Güttler et al. 2017). Three possible sce-
narios have been proposed to explain the bursts composed
of particles of diameters in the range 0.3 < d < 12 mm
(Güttler et al. 2017). One is the spontaneous ejection of the
observed fragments from the dust layer covering Rosetta.
COSIMA provides pieces of evidence that such a dust layer
is not continuous, and by far thinner than the required thick-
ness of at least 1 cm, needed to eject particles as big as the
observed ones (Langevin et al. 2016; Merouane et al. 2017).
The second scenario, i.e. the fragmentation of charged frac-
tal particles (Fulle et al. 2015), is excluded by the observed
dust accelerations, orders of magnitude lower than expected
for optically thin aggregates of sub-µm grains (Mannel et al.
2016). The third possible source of the OSIRIS bursts con-
siders larger parent particles fragmenting on impact with
Rosetta, of diameter of about 12 mm each (Güttler et al.
2017). However, the observed rate of OSIRIS bursts (about
one per hour) is completely inconsistent with the measured
flux on Rosetta of parent particles of this size. Consider-
ing a dust bulk density close to that measured by GIADA,
ρd = 800 kg m−3, Fulle et al. (2016a) find that the produc-
tion rate of the expected cm-sized parent particles ranges
from 6 to 12 ×103 s−1 (see the data in their Tables 6 and
8), with a flux at the Rosetta spacecraft between 2.4 and 4.8
×10−8 m−2 s−1. This flux, multiplied by the time interval
between OSIRIS bursts (1 hour) and the ROSETTA cross-
section, provides a burst probability ranging from 0.08% to
0.16%, by far inconsistent with the observations. All these
facts indicate that the size of the parent particles responsi-
ble for the OSIRIS bursts has been largely overestimated. In
the next section, we show that a wrong value for the slope
of the dust phase function was assumed.

⋆ E-mail: fulle@oats.inaf.it (MF)

2 THE DUST ALBEDO TIMES THE PHASE

FUNCTION

For the first time, Bertini et al. (2017) have measured the
dust phase function of a comet covering a wide range of
phase angles within 2.5 hours. This was the shortest time
span consistent with the operations of the Rosetta space-
craft, required to sample all phase angles from 0 to 160 deg
and to perform the observations. The dust phase function
differs significantly from that of the nucleus (Fornasier et al.
2015), which has been adopted to infer the size of individual
particles observed in the OSIRIS dust bursts (Güttler et al.
2017) on June 6, 2015, at phase angles 99 < α < 111 deg.
The disk-integrated reflectance of the nucleus is well fitted
by An exp(−α/αn ), where An = 0.055 is the nucleus geomet-
ric albedo in the orange-filter photometric band at 649.2 nm,
and αn = 22.2 deg fixes the phase function slope in the range
0 < α < 110 deg (Güttler et al. 2017). For 20 < α < 110 deg,
the disk-integrated reflectance of the dust observed on July
and August 2015 shows small fluctuations probably due to
changes of the dust properties with time and with location
in the coma, and is well fitted by A20 exp[(α20 − α)/αd ],
where A20 is defined here as the disk-integrated reflectance
of the dust at the phase angle α = α20 = 20 deg. Bertini et al.
(2017) were unable to measure A20. The value of αd is fixed
by the dust brightness decrease by the average factor 3.3
from α = 20 to α = 110 deg: αd = 70 deg, much larger than
αn (Fig. 1). After August 2015, the phase function changes
a bit its shape (Bertini et al. 2017), probably due to changes
in the dust size distribution (Fulle et al. 2016a). The aim of
this Section is to check which of these two phase functions
provides sizes of the parent particles of the OSIRIS bursts
consistent with the dust flux measured at Rosetta by GI-
ADA and OSIRIS. A fit of the dust phase function in terms
of the dust size distribution is beyond the scope of this pa-
per.

The cometary analogue best fitting the scattering prop-
erties of the particles collected by Rosetta is amorphous car-
bon (Fulle et al. 2016b), which was assumed to have the light
scattering properties of 67P hydrocarbons, the most volume-
abundant non-volatile component of 67P (Fulle et al. 2017).
Spheres and fractals of hydrocarbons have a geometric
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Figure 1. Continuous line: phase function of the Gegenschein
dust (Ishiguro et al. 2013). Dotted line: 67P nucleus phase func-
tion adopted by Güttler et al. (2017). Dashed lines: average phase
function measured in the 67P dust coma on July and August 2015
(Bertini et al. 2017). The upper dashed line is normalized to unity
at α = 0 deg. The lower dashed line is the dust phase function
assumed in this paper: it is normalized to the Gegenschein value
at α = 20 deg and provides the lowest ratio with respect to the
nucleus phase function.

albedo 0.05 ≤ Ad ≤ 0.08 (Bertini et al. 2007). The link
between the dust geometric albedo Ad and A20 strongly
depends on the dust opposition effect (Poulet et al. 2002;
Ishiguro et al. 2013; Dlugach 2016). In order to estimate
the link between Ad and A20, we consider the phase func-
tion of the dust backscattering in the Gegenschein regime
(Ishiguro et al. 2013), which is probably a better analogue
of cometary dust than the icy grains of Saturn’s rings
(Poulet et al. 2002; Dlugach 2016). Our choice is consistent
with models of the zodiacal cloud, predicting that 90% of its
dust has cometary origin (Lasue et al. 2007; Nesvorny et al.
2010; Yang and Ishiguro 2015). The phase function mea-
sured by Ishiguro et al. (2013) in their Fig. 10 provides
A20/Ad = 0.67 (Fig. 1), which applied to the geometric
albedo of hydrocarbons provides 0.0335 ≤ A20 ≤ 0.0535. In
other words, we assume here that 67P dust particles have an
opposition effect similar to that of the Gegenschein, with a
brightness enhancement of about 40% (Ishiguro et al. 2013).
Also Saturn’s rings show a similar brightness enhancement
due to the opposition effect, but in this case an estimate
of A20 is impossible because the observations cover a lim-
ited phase angle range, namely 0 ≤ α ≤ 6 deg (Poulet et al.
2002).

Since the largest dust coma chunks are pieces of the nu-
cleus surface, there exists a limit chunk size above which αd
becomes αn . From June to August, 2015, the dust particles
mainly scatterering the visible radiation were smaller than
a few tens of µm (Fulle et al. 2016a; Merouane et al. 2017;
Moreno et al. 2017), thus explaining why αd was very dif-
ferent from αn . If the dust limit diameter above which the
dust phase function matches the nucleus one is > 0.3 mm,
then Güttler et al. (2017) have overestimated the dust cross
section by the factor A20/An exp[α/αn + (α20 − α)/αd ] =
25 ± 10 for 99 < α < 111 deg and 0.0335 ≤ A20 ≤ 0.0535.
The diameters d of the particles observed close to Rosetta
and estimated by Güttler et al. (2017) to cover the range

0.3 < d < 12 mm, cover instead the range 0.1 < d < 2.5
mm. Applying the above mentioned factor 25 correction on
the cross section of the OSIRIS bursts parent particles, i.e.
decreasing the mass by two orders of magnitude, the produc-
tion rates of the parent particles increases by three orders of
magnitude (Fulle et al. 2016a), making the impact probabil-
ity larger than one. This shows that only a particular family
of dust was the source of the observed OSIRIS dust bursts,
and that the dust size correction by a factor 5± 1 provides a
simple and direct explanation of the observations. If the limit
dust diameter above which αd becomes αn were smaller than
2.5 mm (i.e. the corrected size of the largest fragments), the
largest fragments in the OSIRIS bursts would have the size
of 12 mm provided by the nucleus phase function, and the
parent particles as well, because their size mainly depends
on that of the largest fragments. Since the flux of parent
particles of diameter of 2.5 mm only is consistent with the
OSIRIS bursts rate, we can conclude that the nucleus phase
function should not be applied to dust of diameter d < 2.5
mm. The size correction of a factor 5 ± 1 to the OSIRIS
bursts dust allows us to infer new details of the dust bulk
density of 67P dust, as discussed in the next two sections.

3 THE DUST BULK DENSITY

Every dust particle is accelerated anti-sunward by the solar
radiation pressure. For 17 particles with a sufficient number
of observations, Güttler et al. (2017) have measured such
an acceleration, and have shown that this provides a direct
estimate of the dust bulk density assuming a dust spherical
shape. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the dust bulk densities
derived from the measured sizes and accelerations, increased
by a factor 5 to take into account the same (inverse) size cor-
rection. These densities are compared with those derived for
the 271 particles of which GIADA measured the mass and
cross section (Colangeli et al. 2007; Della Corte et al. 2014;
Fulle et al. 2017), assuming that they had a spherical shape.
Fig. 2 shows that the density range of the OSIRIS dust bulk
density distribution is completely included in the GIADA
one, and that the two distributions have a rather different
shape. The densities ρd > 5×103 kg m−3 are unphysical, and
actually due to the spherical shape of the particles assumed
in Fig. 2 and in the relationship between the dust bulk den-
sity and the solar radiation pressure: Fulle et al. (2017) have
shown that an aspherical shape with an aspect ratio up to
10 makes the highest densities consistent with cosmochem-
ical data, e.g. silicates and sulfides. On the other side, the
lowest densities are due both to the aspherical shape and to
the dust porosity (Fulle et al. 2017).

Dust porosity and asphericity make the range of the
spherical bulk densities measured by GIADA a bit wider
than the range measured by OSIRIS. This fact shows that
the dust accelerations measured by OSIRIS are consistent
with solar radiation pressure only: no rocket effect due to
ice sublimation needs to be invoked to fit the OSIRIS data.
This conclusion is in agreement with COSIMA and GI-
ADA observations of dry dust at the spacecraft (Schulz et al.
2015; Merouane et al. 2016, 2017; Fulle et al. 2016b, 2017),
and with models of some dust coma features observed by
OSIRIS, which suggest a complete ice sublimation within
10 km from the nucleus surface (Gicquel et al. 2016). The
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Figure 2. Probability (normalized counts per bin) of the dust
bulk density computed assuming a spherical shape. Continu-
ous line: fragments in the OSIRIS bursts. Dashed line: GIADA
GDS+IS data (Fulle et al. 2017).

water loss rate observed from Earth-bound satellites around
perihelion was never lower than that observed at Rosetta
(Shinnaka et al. 2017). This fact evidences that ice subli-
mation from the 67P dust outside the Rosetta orbiter was
always negligible.

The dust bulk density distribution of the OSIRIS dust
bursts has a peak matching the bulk density inferred by
models of the fragmentation of COSIMA samples on the
collection plates (Hornung et al. 2016). This suggests that
the physical properties of the parent particles of both the
COSIMA fragments and the OSIRIS bursts are probably
the same. COSIMA has also collected denser sub-mm com-
pact particles, probably containing sub-mm crystalline com-
ponents (Langevin et al. 2017) and thus filling the density
bins of ρd > 300 kg m−3 in Fig. 2.

The fact that the solar radiation pressure fits the dust
accelerations observed by OSIRIS definitely excludes the
scenario of fragmentation of charged fractal particles, the
so-called GIADA showers (Fulle et al. 2015), as a possible
source of the OSIRIS bursts. The dust bulk density of the
fractal and charged fragments forming the GIADA showers
(Fulle et al. 2015) is three orders of magnitude lower than
that of the particles forming the OSIRIS bursts, i.e. < 1 kg
m−3 (Fulle et al. 2015) versus ≈ 800 kg m−3. The sizes of
the dust fragments in the OSIRIS bursts and in the GIADA
showers are similar (Fulle et al. 2015), and the acceleration
due to the solar radiation pressure depends inversely on the
dust size times the bulk density (Güttler et al. 2017). There-
fore, the anti-sunward acceleration for the charged fractal
particles is actually three orders of magnitude larger than
the values of ≈ 10−4 m s−2 obtained by Güttler et al. (2017),
i.e. ≈ 0.1 m s−2. This is going to push all the charged frag-
ments [decelerated by the spacecraft electric field at speeds
< 0.5 m s−1 (Fulle et al. 2015)] in the direction of zero phase
angle, i.e. out of the OSIRIS-WAC field of view in a very
short time. In fact, within the 10 minutes of observations of
each OSIRIS burst (Güttler et al. 2017), any charged frag-
ments would move of < 0.3 km towards the comet nucleus
and of about 2 km in the anti-sunward direction.

4 THE RATIO HYDROCARBONS VS.

MINERALS IN 67P

On the basis of the results of the Stardust mission (Brownlee
2014), all the dust particles collected by Rosetta can
be grouped in three main families, namely sulfides, sili-
cates and hydrocarbons (Fulle et al. 2016b). Concerning the
GIADA particles with measured mass and cross section
(Della Corte et al. 2016a), if we add all the bins in Fig. 2
with ρd > 1.5 × 103 kg m−3 (i.e. consistent with the bulk
densities of sulfides and silicates), and all the bins with
ρd < 1.5 × 103 kg m−3 (i.e. consistent with the bulk den-
sity of hydrocarbons), then we get similar total probabilities
close to 50%. Following Stardust samples analysis, which
demonstrated that the inhomogeneity of Wild2 material is
at the micron scale size both for minerals and for organ-
ics (Brownlee et al. 2006; Sandford et al. 2006), it is highly
probable that most of 67P dust particles are mixtures of the
three families, so that these mass fractions are necessarily
affected by large errors. Better values can be evaluated ap-
plying the structural model of the 67P nucleus (Fulle et al.
2016b), which takes into account that the dust particles mea-
sured by GIADA are porous mixtures of sulfides, silicates
and hydrocarbons. For a solar C/Fe ratio, the structural
model of the 67P nucleus provides volume abundances of
(33 ± 6)% for sulfides and silicates, and (67 ± 6)% for hy-
drocarbons (Fulle et al. 2017). Taking into account the bulk
density of sulfides, silicates and hydrocarbons (Fulle et al.
2016b), these volume abundances correspond to mass frac-
tions of (58 ± 4)% for sulfides and silicates versus (42 ± 4)%
for hydrocarbons. The uncertainty affecting the C/Fe ra-
tio of 67P dust reaches the average between the solar and
CI-chondritic values (Bardyn et al. 2017). In this case, the
structural model of the 67P nucleus provides volume abun-
dances of (42 ± 6)% for sulfides and silicates, and (58 ± 6)%
for hydrocarbons (Fulle et al. 2016b), corresponding to mass
fractions of (67±4)% for sulfides and silicates versus (33±4)%
for hydrocarbons. We can conclude that GIADA observes
average mass fractions of (62 ± 8)% for sulfides and silicates
versus (38 ± 8)% for hydrocarbons.

The GIADA dust bulk densities shown in Fig. 2 were
actually extracted from a subset only of the collected parti-
cles, i.e. those detected by both the GDS and IS subsystem
(GDS+IS particles), providing the dust cross section, mass
and velocity (Della Corte et al. 2015, 2016b). GDS (Grain
Detection System) measures the light scattered by the par-
ticles crossing a laser curtain at GIADA entrance. IS (Im-
pact Sensor) is a piezoelectric sensor placed below GDS and
measuring the momentum transferred by the impacting par-
ticles. GIADA detected other three subsets of particles: IS
only detections, single GDS only detections, and GDS de-
tections in showers (Fulle et al. 2015, 2016b), whose contri-
bution can be neglected in this analysis. In fact, the GDS
showers were modeled in terms of fragmentation of fractal
parent particles, and have a mass so low to provide a neg-
ligible contribution to the overall composition of the 67P
dust (Fulle et al. 2015). IS only detections are compact and
dense particles too small to be detected by GDS and would
fall on the right-hand bins of Fig. 2. GDS single detections
are too porous to transfer any momentum to the IS sensor
and would fall on the left-hand bins of Fig. 2. Thus, even
though the density distribution provided by GIADA (Fig.
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2) is obtained using GDS+IS detections only, this does not
introduce any significant bias, being the other two subsets
of detections similar in number (Fulle et al. 2015) and con-
tributing to the right part and to the left part of the diagram,
respectively.

The OSIRIS distribution of the dust bulk densities is
instead affected by a significant bias. It also samples all the
three groups observed by GIADA, i.e. sulfides, silicates and
hydrocarbons, as clearly shown by the filled density bins
(Fig. 2). However, the peak and shape of the OSIRIS den-
sity distribution is very far from the GIADA one. The expla-
nation is evident: only the parent particles porous enough
to fragment can be the source of the OSIRIS bursts. Parti-
cles as compact as those observed by GIADA in the density
bins of ρd > 3 × 103 kg m−3, or by Stardust as carrot-like
type-A tracks with a single terminal particle (Burchell et al.
2008) are too strong to fragment on impact with Rosetta.
They either stick or bounce, with a negligible probability
to be observed by OSIRIS at the rate of a single out-of-
focus particle per hour. Most COSIMA particles have the
same bulk density as the OSIRIS density peak in Fig. 2
(Hornung et al. 2016), and thus probably a similar density
distribution, being fragments of parent particles of similar
physical properties. This implies a composition bias affect-
ing the elemental abundances of the particles belonging to
this group only: the OSIRIS fragments are both more porous
and richer in hydrocarbons with respect to silicates and sul-
phides, when compared to the complete GIADA set. This
is consistent with the mass fraction of hydrocarbons mea-
sured by COSIMA, (45±15)% (Bardyn et al. 2017), with an
average value slightly larger than the (38 ± 8)% inferred by
GIADA. The sampling bias affecting the COSIMA data will
prevent to significantly reduce the uncertainty of the 67P
dust composition.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The OSIRIS dust bursts have only one plausible explana-
tion, namely the fragmentation of larger parent particles
impacting Rosetta. The flux of these particles has been
determined by the observations of single particles around
Rosetta (Rotundi et al. 2015; Fulle et al. 2016a; Ott et al.
2017) and provides strong constraints on the possible rate
of the OSIRIS bursts. This consideration allows us to con-
clude that the dust phase function measured by OSIRIS
(Bertini et al. 2017) should be applied to dust diameters
up to 2.5 mm at least, in order to convert dust brightness
into dust size. There exists surely a chunk size above which
the dust phase function matches the nucleus phase function,
but models able to infer this precise threshold are currently
unavailable. It is improbable that this threshold is larger
than the largest chunk sizes observed in the 67P coma, so
that now it is impossible to infer any correction of the flux
of the 67P chunks, which has been evaluated adopting the
nucleus phase function (Fulle et al. 2016a; Ott et al. 2017).
What we find has also implications on the structure of the
nucleus surface: the smallest size unit that replicates the
surface structure has to be > 2.5 mm.

The anti-sunward dust acceleration measured in the
OSIRIS bursts is perfectly consistent with solar radiation
pressure, and allows us to exclude any significant ice sub-

limation from the dust fragments and to infer the dust
bulk density of the fragments. This is orders of magnitude
larger than the bulk density of one MIDAS fractal particle
(Mannel et al. 2016) and of the fragments observed in the
GIADA showers (Fulle et al. 2015). These fractal particles,
deflected by the spacecraft electric field at very low veloci-
ties, are pushed by the solar radiation pressure in the anti-
sunward direction in a few seconds, thus never entering the
field of view of the OSIRIS and navigation cameras during
most observations, pointing at the nucleus from the termina-
tor. The bulk density distribution of the OSIRIS dust bursts
is a subset of that measured by GIADA (Fulle et al. 2017),
and is composed only of the particles porous enough to frag-
ment on impact with Rosetta. It has a peak matching the
bulk density inferred in most COSIMA samples fragmented
on the collection plates (Hornung et al. 2016), suggesting a
similar bulk density distribution for most COSIMA samples
too. This implies a bias in the elemental abundances mea-
sured by COSIMA, which thus are consistent with the 67P
dust mass fractions inferred by GIADA, i.e. (38 ± 8)% of
hydrocarbons, versus the (62 ± 8)% of sulfides and silicates.
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